BAILEY KOBE

Raised in Los Angeles, USC School of Cinematic Arts -Peter Stark graduate, director and producer Bailey Kobe, takes in an eclectic set of diverse influences through his lens, raised in Asian, African-American, Latin, and European cultures - honed by early work with fine arts photographer Mona Kuhn. Well versed in shooting fashion editorial films, music videos, and commercials, Kobe’s clients include: Louis Vuitton, Christian Dior, Marc Jacobs, Kenzo, Moët & Chandon, Hennessey, Citroën, Mercedes, BMW, Nissan, Mini Cooper, and many more. He works frequently with an equally eclectic group of celebrities such as: Kanye West, Big Sean, Aubrey Plaza, Orlando Bloom, Father John Misty, Ben Savage and French icons Johnny Hallyday and Marc Lavoine. But it is on intricate narratives that the heart lingers. With two feature films under his belt and hundreds of hours of television, his fine arts photographer’s sensibility and Upright Citizens Brigade character driven approach results in extraordinary intimacy that uncovers beauty and comedy in human fallibility.